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ABSTRACT In this chapter we introduce a method for model�free monoc�
ular visual guidance of a robot arm� The robot arm� with a single camera in
its end e�ector� should be positioned above a stationary target� It is shown
that a trajectory can be planned in visual space by using components of
the optic �ow� and this trajectory can be translated to joint torques by a
self�learning neural network� No model of the robot� camera� or environ�
ment is used� The method reaches a high grasping accuracy after only a
few trials�

��� Introduction

Living organisms� in contrast with static robot control systems� use contin�
uous feedback from their eyes in order to interact with their dynamically
changing environment� In the meantime� there is sensory activity due to
self�motion which is taken care of� While the information that is used in a
static system only takes into account the position of points of interest� in a
moving system such visual observations are interpreted in spatio�temporal
domain� Optic �ow � which is de�ned as the motion of the observer�s en�
vironment projected on its image plane� is much more commonly used by
living organisms than information obtained from static retinal patterns�
The fact that optic �ow is fundamental to vision has only been realized
since the pioneering work of Gibson �	
�

A classic example of the use of optic �ow in biological systems is the

��
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FIGURE ��
� The gannet�

gannet�� shown in Figure 	��� When hunting for �sh� this bird drops itself
from the sky from a great height� Since the �sh is moving� the bird needs its
wings to correct its path while falling� however� at the moment of contact
with the seawater its wings must be folded to prevent them from breaking�
It has been shown that the time between the moment the bird folds its
wings and when it hits the water is always the same for one particular
bird� It is not controlled by its height or velocity separately� but by the
quotient of the two� This remaining time is known as the time to contact
and indicated by the symbol �� When the system is not accelerating� � is
given by the quotient of the distance from an approaching surface and the
velocity toward it� Exactly the same information can be obtained from the
divergence of the approaching surface ���
�a feature that can be observed
monocularly��

Since this bird cannot measure its velocity� it measures the time until
it hits the water from the time derivatives of visual observation� It is this
mechanism that underlies the method presented in this chapter for con�
trolling a monocular robot arm such that it �lands� on an object� In one
aspect� the task that is tackled can be simply described as follows� At some
time� the distance between the object and the hand�held camera must be
zero� We go one step beyond that requirement� The distance must be zero
at some time �which� we now know� is related to the time to contact�� while
the system must be at rest� the velocity� acceleration� and higher derivatives

�The gannet is a seabird from the Sulid� family �related to the pelican� and is

common in the northern parts of the Atlantic Ocean� as well as in more temperate
regions �Africa� Australasia� and South America�� The bird� which has a span of ��� m�
has white feathers except for its black primary wing feathers� and its yellowish neck
and head equipped with a long� straight beak� In the brooding season it nests in large
colonies of up to 	
�


 birds on cli�s and islands� It feeds itself by diving for �sh from
a great height� and following the �sh under water�

�Considering the fact that birds have very small binocular �elds 	�� it is indeed very
unlikely that binocular vision can be used for such a task�
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must also be zero� We will call this the goal state� But this can be seen as
the end point of a trajectory toward that point in time� In the case of the
bird� the decision to fold its wings can be made with the available visually
measured quantities� In the sequel it will be shown that by extending the
above example to higher�order time derivatives of the visual data� criteria
can be developed which specify a trajectory which ends in a rest state �i�e��
zero velocity� acceleration� etc�� at the end point� These criteria will lead
to visual setpoints along the followed trajectory� and are used as inputs to
a neural controller which must generate robot joint accelerations in order
to follow the setpoints in the visual domain� Thus it is possible that the
eye�in�hand robot arm stops exactly on an observed object by use of optic
�ow� Using time derivatives of the visual �eld leads to an important advan�
tage� The model of the object is not needed to obtain depth information�
The system need not be calibrated for each object that has to be grasped�
but can approach objects with unknown dimensions�

The use of optic �ow for robot navigation is no novelty� Cipolla and
Blake ��
� for example� describe a system for estimating time to contact
from the �ow �eld� and use this for obstacle avoidance of a robot arm with
known kinematics� Sharma ��
 uses time to contact derived directly from
the optic �ow as a basis for mobile robot trajectory planning� Vernon and
Tistarelli ��
 use visual velocity vectors to estimate depth in a complex
visual scene� but again for a robot with known kinematics� We generalize
previous time to contact�based robot arm guidance methods to generation
of three�dimensional motion trajectories from optic �ow� and use this to
construct a model�free self�learning robot arm controller �in fact� not the
optic �ow �eld will be used but rather the visual position� velocity� ac�
celeration� etc�� of a single white object against a black background�� Of
importance is the fact that no model of the robot arm or the observed
world is necessary to obtain depth information with monocular vision�

First� we will investigate which visual criteria are necessary to let the
robot arm follow the desired trajectory toward an object� Second� it will
be shown how these criteria can be used as reference signals for a self�
learning neural controller� This controller will use no model of the robot
arm or camera� and will also not need a model of the approached object�
In Section 	��� the trajectory followed by the hand�held camera point will
be mathematically investigated� This leads to the time�independent motion
constraints in Section 	�	� and the time�dependent motion constraints in
Section 	�� Next� the question of how such motion can be observed with
a camera moving in its environment will be studied in Section 	��� The
conclusions of the preceding sections lead to a control algorithm� described
in Section 	��� Results of the algorithm applied to a robot are given in
Section 	��� A discussion in Section 	�� concludes the chapter�
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FIGURE ���� Setup of OSCAR trying to grasp an object� The object is observed
by the camera at position d�t � ��� relative to the coordinate system of the end
e�ector� Subsequent measurements of the object occur at subsequent time steps�
The �gure also shows the projections of the vectors and objects on the z � �
plane�

��� The Trajectory of an Eye�in�Hand System

A typical con�guration of the object relative to the manipulator is shown
in Figure 	��� The task of the neural controller is to generate robot joint ac�
celerations �� which make the robot manipulator follow a trajectory leading
to the goal state in which the end e�ector �c�q�� the camera� is placed on
the object� and the robot arm is at rest� This trajectory will be expressed
in the available visual domain� Therefore� visual criteria will be determined
to which the visually measured trajectory of the observed object will have
to adhere� These criteria have to be de�ned from the visual observations
��t�� and we can write the goal state as

�t � � � ��t� � �d� �	���

Note that the discrete iteration step i is replaced by the continuous t� and
the step number n� by �� the time to contact�

However� for reasons of clarity we will initially describe that trajectory
as well as the goal state in world space� which will lead to constraints on
the parameters of that trajectory� As will be shown subsequently� these
constraints then can also be used in visual space�

Thus the moving eye�in�hand robot arm and its environment will be
regarded as two points� a static object and a moving camera� The world
positions of these points are given by xo and xr�t�� respectively� Further�
more� we introduce the distance d�t� in world space as follows�

De�nition ��� The distance between the camera and object is denoted by
the symbol d�t�� and is determined from the Cartesian positions xt�t� of
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the camera and xo of the object as

d�t� � xr�t�� xo� �	���

The distance of the observer relative to the object is described by d�t��
We will use d�t� to determine the trajectory that must be followed in the x�
y� and z directions by the manipulator to reach the target� Note that� with a
single camera� d�t� cannot actually be measured without model knowledge
of the observed object� but the resulting constraints on the trajectory will
be expressible in the visual domain�

Equation �	��� itself does not lead to three�dimensional criteria to de�
termine when the target is reached without using multiple cameras or a
model of the observed object� Since we want to use neither� we have to
�nd another criterion based on the relative Cartesian position of the object
d�t��

De�nition ��� The stopping criterion is equivalent to reaching the state
where the relative distance is zero at all times t � ��

�t � � � d�t� � �� �	�	�

In other words� the system is at rest� Equation �	�	� is regarded as the
most important stopping criterion that is set to the trajectory and is fol�
lowed by the camera before it reaches the object� Equation �	�	� can also
be interpreted as� All time derivatives of d�t� must be zero at t � ��

Corollary ��� The stopping criterion of De�nition ��� can be expressed
as

�k � � � d
�k���� � �� �	��

In other words� the distance� velocity� and higher derivatives must become
zero at the moment of grasping�

We will now derive how the stopping criterion �	�� can be used to de�
termine the trajectory d�t� before the time of contact �i�e�� when t � ���

����� The Trajectory as a Function of Time

In order to answer this question we will �rst partition d�t� into its x� y�
and z components such that d�t� � �dx�t�� dy�t�� dz�t��� as illustrated in
Figure 	��� In the sequel� the symbol d�t� will be understood to mean any
of dx�t�� dy�t�� or dz�t��

As the trajectory is described in terms of its time derivatives� and these
time derivatives describe the physical concepts of velocity� acceleration�
etc�� a natural choice is to approximate d�t� by a �nite�order polynomial
expansion around t � ��

d�t� �

nX
j��

ajt
j � �� �	���
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FIGURE ���� A possible trajectory followed by the manipulator� In addition
to d�t�� the �rst and second derivatives of d�t� are also shown� At t � �� a
discontinuity is applied to �d�t�� The deceleration is �switched o��� The relative
scale of the three curves is distorted� Although the sign of �d�t� is positive� we will
indicate it as �deceleration� due to the fact that its sign is opposite that of �d�t��

where an �� � and � is the approximation error� which equals o�tn� for
small t� Here� the nth derivative is the highest derivative of d�t� that is
taken into consideration� Therefore� also� the stopping criterion �	�� will
only be taken into consideration for � � k � n� The derivatives of d�t� are
given by

d�k��t� �

nX
j�k

j�

�j � k��
ajt

j�k � o�tn��

Di�erently put� the derivatives of d�t� and the ak are related as

ak �
�

k�
d�k��t � ��� �	���

What does a trajectory d�t� look like� Consider Figure 	�	� which shows
a system where d�t� is taken to be a quadratic trajectory in time� i�e��
where n � � leading to a trajectory with constant deceleration� Note that
at t � � the criterion �	�� has indeed been satis�ed for � � k � �� The
system has reached the target and is at rest� as required� In order to prevent
the system from moving away from � again� the deceleration is externally
�switched o�� at t � � as shown� The de�nition of d�t� as a polynomial is
related to its physical interpretation� We consider the trajectory followed by
the manipulator in terms of position d�t�� velocity  d�t�� deceleration �d�t��
etc�� with respect to time� Thus the n � � case is a physically familiar one�
gravity�induced motion� or� more general� motion resulting from a constant
force� The n � 	 case� where the jerk �the time derivative of deceleration�
is constant� will also be considered� Large deceleration di�erences cannot
always be realized by mechanical structures �robot arms�� thus asking for a
more smooth motion pro�le� In the n � 	 case� the system is thus controlled
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so that the deceleration also goes to � at t � � and the jerk is switched o�
at t � ��

We proceed with substituting the d�t� and its derivatives in criterion
�	��� This criterion will lead to constraints on the parameters of the tra�
jectory� which can be used by the adaptive controller�

��� The Time�Independent Constraints

The parameters ak uniquely determine the trajectory d�t� that is followed
by the manipulator in the x� y� and z direction of motion� The stopping
criterion �	�� therefore leads to conditions on these parameters ak� Thus
the conditions on the trajectory at the end are translated to conditions
along the trajectory�

Although the conditions on the parameters ak can be expressed in various
ways� since they are used as input to the controller it is imperative that they
be measurable from the visual data� In Section 	�� it will be derived that�
although the parameters ak cannot be measured� they are known scaled
by an unknown constant� Therefore� only the relative quantities aj�ak are
known� since only in those expressions do the constants of proportionality
disappear� Therefore we have to �nd criteria in which the relative quantities
aj�ak appear�

In the previous section we formulated the requirements for the trajectory
that is followed by the manipulator in time� These requirements can be
summed up as follows�

�� d�t � �� � ��

�� d�t� can be well approximated by a polynomial of �nite order�

The criteria for the ai to meet these conditions can be found from the
stopping criterion �	��� which requires that d��� �  d��� � �d��� � � � � � ��
This results in the following theorem�

Theorem ��� Each of the components d�t� of d�t� is described by a dif	
ferent polynomial

d�t� � a� � a�t � � � � � ant
n�

Then the stopping criterion

�� �k� � � k � n � d�k���� � ��

where � � � is an unspeci�ed moment in time� leads to the following set of
simultaneous constraints on the parameters of the trajectory�

an
n�k��ak

an�kn��

�
�

nn�k

�
n

k

�
� � � k � n� �	���
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Proof� The proof is given in Appendix 	�A�

The k � n � � case reduces to a trivial equation� therefore� Eq� �	���
leads to n � � nontrivial constraints� Since � is not a parameter of these
constraints� we will refer to �	��� as the time	independent constraints�

The problem that is tackled can be formulated as� Given a moving system
d�t� �

Pn
i�� ait

i which is in state a�� a�� � � �� an��� �nd the an such that

at some time �� d��� �  d��� � � � � � d����n��� � �� Formulated as this� we
see that there are n equations with two unknowns �� and an�� Therefore� a
solution can only be guaranteed when n � �� In practice this means that�
given a system at position d�t� moving with velocity  d�t�� you can always
�nd a constant deceleration �d such that d�t� �  d�t� � � at some time� Cases
for n � � are� in general� not soluble� For instance� considering the n � 	
case� it is not always possible to �nd a linearly decreasing deceleration with
which the velocity and position also go to � at some time t � ��

To clarify these statements� we will consider the case n � � in more
depth� and illustrate the impossibility of the n � 	 case for a constant jerk
a� along the whole trajectory�

Quadratic Polynomials

For n � �� �	��� reduces to the single equation

n � � �
a�a�
a��

�
�


� �	���

Lemma ��� 
model equation� The time	independent constraints for the
n � � case lead to an optimal deceleration

a� �
a�

�

a�
� �	�!�

Proof� The proof follows immediately from �	��� when � is �nite�

Equation �	�!� gives the required deceleration to lead the system to the
state where the position and velocity are zero at the same time� Thus the
condition �	�� is satis�ed for k � ��

Equation �	�!�� when written as a�a��a�
� � ��� is a constraint on the

measurable relative quantities a��a� and a��a�� It is therefore possible to
design a controller which uses these measurable quantities for a system to
perfectly decelerate toward an object� by having it satisfy the constraint on
those quantities� Note that the time until contact � cannot be controlled�
it is� in fact� equal to �a��a� and thus depends on the initial position and
velocity of the system only� This case has been investigated by Lee ��
�
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Cubic Polynomials

As mentioned above� for n � �� no solutions exist in the general case� As
an example� for n � 	� �	��� reduces to the combined equations

n � 	 �
a�

�a�
a��

�
�

��
�

a�a�
a��

�
�

	
� �	����

This set of equations leads to two� possibly di�erent� values for a� which
solve the equations� In order to bring the system to the desired rest state as
given in �	��� where the position� velocity� and deceleration are zero� both
solutions must give the same result� otherwise� the desired rest state cannot
be reached� The solution to �	���� describe a line in the three�dimensional
space spanned by a�� a�� and a�� Clearly� there exist initial values of a�� a��
and a� which do not lie on this line� thus� for those initial values a constant
a� does not exist to follow that line� This problem can be solved by taking
a two	step approach� where a di�erent a� is given in the �rst and second
steps� In the �rst the system will be brought on the desired �a�� a�� a��
line� and in the second step this line will be followed� The following section
investigates this case further�

Discussion

There are a few problems with the above solution� First� although� in the
n � � case the optimal deceleration can be found to bring the system to
the desired state� where the position and velocity are zero� the time over
which this deceleration is performed cannot be controlled� This is clear from
�	���� � is not a parameter of the system� Therefore� the time needed for
deceleration is solely dependent on the starting conditions� e�g�� the position
and velocity in a second�order system at the moment that deceleration is
initiated� Figure 	� illustrates this e�ect� It means that� with a system
controlling quadratic trajectories� it may happen that the distance d�t� is
large while the velocity  d�t� is small� such that it will take a very long
time before the system will reach the steady state� A result of this problem
is that� if � cannot be controlled� it will in general be di�erent for dx�t��
dy�t�� and dz�t�� In other words� although the form of the one�dimensional
trajectory is controlled� the trajectory followed in two� or three�dimensional
Cartesian space cannot be controlled� it need not be straight� One such
possible trajectory for the two�dimensional case is depicted in Figure 	���
The �gure illustrates that� while the y component of d�t� is still nonzero
and decreasing� the x component is already �� A second problem is that the
above solution only works for n � �� To solve these problems� the stopping
criteria have to be expanded to incorporate ��
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FIGURE ��� Time to contact depends on beginning conditions� The � depends
on the values of a� �position� and a� �velocity� along the trajectory�
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FIGURE ���� A planar trajectory followed when the x and y trajectories are not
synchronized� Both the x and y trajectories that lead to this �gure are quadratic
polynomials� Note that the x coordinate will become � before the y coordinate
does�
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��� The Time�Dependent Constraints

The solution found in the previous section� where a constant deceleration
is applied� leads to a minimum�time path� In this case we used a single	step
approach� During the whole deceleration� the a� is kept at a constant value�
The advantage of this method is that it results in a minimum�time path
when the maximal allowed acceleration and deceleration is chosen� This
method� however� has a disadvantage� The large acceleration di�erences
are di"cult to realize by mechanical structures� leading to increased wear
and tear� Second� as we saw in the previous section� it is imperative that
the desired time to contact �d be a parameter of the system�

A multistep approach� in which the deceleration a� is not constant along
the whole trajectory� must be used to tackle these two problems� Since the
deceleration is no longer constant along the trajectory� it must be repeat�
edly adapted� which can be realized by feedback control� Here the deceler�
ation is assumed constant in each time interval� but varies from interval to
interval�

����� Feedback Control of the Trajectories

We consider time in intervals i� i � �� � � �� In each interval i is de�ned a
time axis t�i
 with corresponding trajectory parameters ak�i
� Note that the
intervals need not be equidistant�

Consider once again the polynomial expansion of d�t� in �	���� This poly�
nomial expansion of order n is globally valid over the whole time interval�
i�e�� the whole trajectory of the robot arm� After splitting up the global
time axis into intervals� the d�t� can be repeatedly approximated in these
intervals by polynomials with parameters aj �i
� These approximations are
written as

d�i
�t�i
� �

nX
j��

aj �i
t�i

j � �� �	����

Note that d�t� � d��
�t��
�� but that the parameters aj �i
 are in general not
equal to aj �i� �
� The starting time t at which the d�i
 and thus the aj �i
�s
are de�ned is repeatedly changed�

As set out above� the task of the feedforward�based neural controller is
to make the robot manipulator follow a prespeci�ed trajectory� During a
time interval i the system measures the ��i
 �note that� due to the discrete�
step feedback loop� the � are now discrete variables indexed by the step
number instead of varying continuously in time�� From these measurements
the controller generates joint accelerations ���i � �
 and sends them to the
robot� This marks the beginning of a new time interval i � ��

In Figure 	�� a trajectory is shown which is realized by feedback control�
In this �gure� the deceleration is computed for each time interval i� i � ��
� � �� leading to a continuously adapted d�t� and  d�t��
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FIGURE ���� Exemplar trajectory followed by a feedback�controlled manipulator
in a time scale� Shown are the position d�t� and velocity �d�t� during the deceler�
ated motion �both are scaled to �t in the �gure� and their signs are not shown��
The �gure starts at i� when the �rst deceleration is applied� From i to i � 
�
new measurements lead to a newly estimated deceleration� and thus the motion
pro�le changes at i� 
� Ditto at i� �� from when on the motion pro�le of i� �
is supported in the subsequent time slices� The dashed lines give the predicted
d�t� from i and i� 
� which would have been followed if the deceleration would
not have been changed�

To �nd the relationship between ak�i
 and ak�i � �
� we equate d�i
�t�i
�
and d�i��
�t�i��
�#t�i
�� where #t�i
 equals the time di�erence between
the t � � for d�i
 and d�i � �
�

a��i � �
 � a��i
 � a��i
 �t�i
� t�i � �
� � � � � � an�i
 �t�i
� t�i � �
�n �

a��i � �
 � a��i
 � a��i
 �t�i
� t�i � �
� � � � � � nan�i
 �t�i
� t�i � �
�
n��

�

� � �

ak�i � �
 �
nX

j�k

�
j

k

�
aj �i
 �t�i
� t�i � �
�j�k � �	����

� � �

an�i � �
 � an���i
 � nan�i
�

From these equations we can see a clear correspondence between the ak�i
�s
and the d�i
�k��s�

d�i
�k���� � k� ak�i
� �	��	�

in correspondence with �	��� and �	�����

����� The Time�Dependent Constraints

We will expand the criterion �	��� by introducing a desired time to contact
�d� The conditions that now lead to the trajectory are�

�� d�t � �d� � ��
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�� d�t� can be well approximated by a polynomial of �nite order�

This can be done as follows� Since d�t� is approximated by a polynomial of
order n� the nth derivative of the approximation of d�t� must be constant
in time� an is constant� Therefore� the n � �st must be linear in time�
Consequently� the time to bring the n � �st derivative to � is equal to
the quotient of the two� For n � �� this is the velocity divided by the
acceleration� In the general case �cf� Appendix 	�A��

� � �an��
nan

� �	���

This can be combined with the constraint �	��� such that the system is now
faced with n nontrivial constraints�

an
n�k��ak

an�kn��

�
�

nn�k

�
n

k

�
� � � k � n� and �d � �an��

nan
� �	����

These constraints can be rewritten as

ak
an��

� ���d�n�k��
�

n

�
n

k

�
� � � k � n� �	����

Note that� again� a trivial case results for k � n � �� Similar to the time�
independent case� satisfying these n nontrivial constraints leads to the de�
sired trajectory� However� the constraints are all related and a simpli�cation
is in order� This leads to the following theorem�

Theorem ��� Each of the components d�t� of d�t� is described by a poly	
nomial

d�t� � a� � a�t � � � � � ant
n�

Then the stopping criterion

�k� � � k � n � d�k���d� � ��

where �d is the desired time to contact� leads to the following constraint on
the parameters of the successive intervals i of the trajectory�

a��i


a��i

� � ��d � t�i
�

n
� �i � � � i � �� �	����

where � � n and ��d � t��
� � ��

Proof� The proof is given in Appendix 	�B�

We will refer to �	���� as the time	dependent constraint�
The time�dependent constraint is obtained by extending the local time

intervals toward the moment when ��d � t�i
� � �� Although the d�i
�t�i
�
is a local approximation� we can just pretend that it �ts the whole d�t�
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FIGURE ���� Desired time to contact and resulting constraint� Whereas �d de�
creases linearly in time� the constraint ��d � t�i���n �shown for n � �� changes
only between interval i and i�
� Note that the intervals need not be equidistant
in time�

starting at t�i
 � �� and let the time�dependent constraint be valid for that
trajectory� This is clearly illustrated in Figure 	��� in this case� however�
the constraint is repeatedly applied to each local approximation to d�i
�t�i
��
Note that� since the time�dependent constraint is valid for each beginning
point of a local approximation to d�t�� it is valid for each t�i
�

The value of �d is usually chosen equal for the x� y� and z components
of d�t�i
�� to ensure that all components go to zero at the same time�

Discussion

Theorem 	�� shows that the trajectory of any n�order system can be de�
scribed by a single constraint on the ratio of position and velocity of that
system� The n simultaneous criteria �	���� which have to be satis�ed at
some time are replaced by satisfying a single constraint �	���� during n
subsequent steps� The �simultaneous conditions� are �laid out in time��
Equation �	���� leads to a true feedback system� Not only is the feedback
loop necessary to manage the imperfect control system� it is inherent to
the control law�

Note the important advantage with respect to the time�independent con�
straints� The trajectory can be expressed by only the setpoint ��d � t�i
�
and a��i
 and a��i
� higher�order ak�i
�s are not required� Figure 	�� shows
an example of how the setpoints ��d � t�i
��n vary from time interval i to
i � � for the case n � �� as the desired time to contact �d goes to ��

As before� we formulate the problem that is tackled as� Given a moving
system d�t� �

Pn
i�� ait

i which is in state a�� a�� � � �� an��� �nd the an
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such that at the given time �� d��� �  d��� � � � � � d����n��� � �� At each
step there is one equation �	���� that has to be satis�ed� and to realize this
deceleration a��i
 in the time interval i can always be found�

Smoothness of the Deceleration Path

As an illustration� let us assume quadratic polynomial trajectories in the
x� y� and z directions of motion�

Lemma ��� 
model equation� The time	dependent constraints for qua	
dratic polynomials lead to an optimal deceleration

a��i
 � �na��i
 � a��i
�n � ��d � t�i
�� ��

n � ���d � t�i
�� �
� �	����

Proof� When taking �	���� for n � �� i�e��

a��i � �
 � a��i
 � a��i
 � a��i
� �	��!�

a��i � �
 � a��i
 � �a��i
 �	����

and substituting a� and a� in �	���� for i � �� �	���� is obtained if it is
assumed that ��d � t�i � �
� � ��d � t�i
�� ��

In Figure 	�� this model is applied taking n � � �globally quadratic�
for three curves with di�erent initial conditions a�� a�� Consequently� the
resulting a� di�ers for each of the curves� Notice that all curves go to � at the
same moment� The �gure clearly shows the disadvantage of using motion
pro�les which are assumed to be globally quadratic� In order to bring the
velocity �in step with� the position� the �rst deceleration that is applied can
be very large� The deceleration is not constant along the trajectory� but due
to a feedback control loop through which the trajectory is controlled� the
�rst applied deceleration di�ers� This is mostly a disadvantage resulting
in problems already mentioned above� Large acceleration di�erences are
di"cult to realize by mechanical structures �i�e�� robots�� and such large
steps resulting from small changes in the input variables �the switching�
on e�ect� are di"cult to represent with continuous approximators such
as feedforward neural networks� Clearly� an n � 	 system would be an
improvement� but a more general approach is possible�

When choosing a value for n� this can be interpreted as the assumption
that an will be constant along the trajectory� Figure 	�� illustrates this for
n � �� The same �gure also illustrates that n � � was not a good choice
for those beginning conditions fa�� a�g� an�� could not be kept constant
along the whole trajectory� So� instead� we have to choose n based on the
initial values of a� and a��

Varying�Order Polynomials

Given a moving system� the measured a��a� contains the information about
the optimal trajectory that has to be followed until contact� With a��a� �
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FIGURE ��	� Time�dependent deceleration with an n � � system� Three globally
quadratic trajectories are displayed� For each of the trajectories� the velocity
�d�t� at the beginning of deceleration is equal� but the distance from which is
decelerated di�ers� The resulting decelerations �also shown� but not in scale� are
di�erent such that the trajectories all have the same �d� Note that after i � �
�the �rst time interval�� the decelerations are constant�

��d�n� n � �� following a deceleration trajectory of order n renders the
most smooth path to contact�

When we assume that the followed trajectory is locally quadratic� �	����
can still be applied to calculate the desired deceleration� A deceleration
algorithm� expressed in the desired a�� could look like this�

�� Determine the desired order

n �

�
� ��d � t�i
�a��i


a��i


�
� �	����

�We use the nearest integer although� strictly speaking� n need not
be integer�valued��

�� Determine the desired deceleration using �	�����

	� Apply the a��i
 to the system�

� Go to step ��

Note that the algorithm can only be used when the calculated n � �� for
n � � the system must be �rst controlled to correct n�

Figure 	�! shows the results of this algorithm applied to the same curves
as in Figure 	��� In this case� the deceleration does not make a single large
step� instead� the position� velocity� and deceleration all smoothly decrease
to ��
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FIGURE ���� Time�dependent deceleration with a system where n is chosen au�
tomatically� For each of the trajectories� the velocity �d�t� at the beginning of
deceleration is equal� but the distance from which is decelerated di�ers� This
time� the three trajectories have di�erent n � �� n � ��� and n � �� The result�
ing decelerations �also shown� are di�erent such that the trajectories all have the
same �d �n � � and n � �� appear to go to � earlier� but they remain positive
until t � �d��

��� Visual Measurement of the Stopping Criteria

The deceleration algorithms described above is expressed in parameters
ak� We know that the d�t� and thus the ak cannot be measured with one
camera when there is no model at hand of the observed object�s��

Instead of looking at dx�t�� dy�t�� and dz�t�� we have to consider the
quantities that are actually measured� 	x�t�� 	y�t�� and 	z�t�� The �rst of
these indicate the observed position of the object with respect of the center�

of the camera image�� and the 	z�t� is de�ned as

	z�t� � �p
	A�t�

� �	����

Assuming a pinhole camera� the following model can be used for the ob�
served area 	A�t��

	A�t� �
f�A

dz�t��
� �	��	�

such that

	z�t� �
dz�t�

f
p
A
�

�Without loss of generality� The �center� can be de�ned anywhere in the image frame�
�This will generally be the number of pixels counted on the line between the center

of the object and the center of the image frame�
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FIGURE ��
�� Exemplar mapping of an observed object in front of the lens on
the CCD behind it� The object is placed at position �
��� ��� 
��� �units� w�r�t�
the lens� which has an f � 
�� The area of the object is ���� such that the area
of the observed object is ���

where f is the focal length of the lens and A is the �real� area of the
object� Since dz and 	z are linearly related� the assumption that a second�
or third�order polynomial �ts dz�t� can also be used for 	z�t��

Next� the models for 	x�t� and 	y�t� are investigated� If the camera�lens
system is idealized by a pinhole camera� then the observed x and y positions
	x�t� and 	y�t� are �Figure 	����

	x�t� � f
dx�t�

dz�t�
� 	y�t� � f

dy�t�

dz�t�
�

Substituting �	��	��

	x�t� � dx�t�

r
	A�t�

A
� �	���

and similarly for 	y � The observed x� y positions are linearly related to

their Cartesian counterparts� but scaled with a factor
p
	A�t�� Thus� if the

Cartesian motion can be described by a second� �third��order polynomial
in the x� y� and z directions� this cannot be done in the observed visual
domain 	x and 	y� This problem can be solved by scaling 	x and 	y by the

same
p
	A�t�� i�e��

	�x�t� �
	x�t�p
	A�t�

� �	����

and similarly for 	�y � In conclusion� we �nd that

	�x�t� �
dx�t�p

A
� 	�y�t� �

dy�t�p
A

� 	z�t� �
dz�t�

f
p
A
� �	����
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The resulting 	�x�t�� 	�y�t�� and 	z�t� are just as well �tted by the polyno�
mial as x� y� and z� and from �	��� follows

	�t� �
nX
i��


it
i � o�tn�� �	����

where 	�t� is either 	�x�t�� 	�y�t�� or 	z�t�� Similarly� 
i indicates the x� y� or
z parameters�

Once the parameters 
i are known� the polynomials for 	�x�t�� 	�y�t�� and
	z�t� are known� Knowledge of these parameters� however� does not give
su"cient information on the position� velocity� etc�� of the end e�ector rela�
tive to the object� since they are scaled by the constants A and f � However�
the constraints can still be expressed in visual parameters� Using the poly�
nomial expansions for d�t� and 	�t�� and combining these with �	����� the

i�s have a common constant


i � cai� �	����

where c is cx� cy� or cz for the x� y� and z components of d� given by

cx � A����� cy � A����� cz � �f�A������ �	��!�

����� Measuring ��t�

Finally� we have to �nd the parameters 
i� The method for �nding these
parameters is the same for 	�x� 	�y � and 	z�

In order to �nd the parameters of the polynomial expansions� least�mean�
square optimization is used� Since the parameter dependency is linear� we
can even revert to linear least squares and no iterative minimization method
is required� Therefore we de�ne the chi	square merit function�

�� �
MX
i��

�
	�ti��

Pn
j�� 
jt

j
i

�i

��

� �	�	��

which is the quantity that must be minimized� M indicates the number of
observations 	�t� that are available� As usual� �i is the standard deviation
of 	�ti�� Also� the deviations of the 
j are the diagonal elements Cjj of the
covariance matrix C� Using the covariance matrix for the n � � case� we
�nd

���
�� � 	
���	M� � 	M � ��

M�M � ���M � ��
� �	�	��

���
�� � ��
��M��M � �����M � ��

�M� � ���M� � �
� �	�	��

Figure 	��� shows the standard deviations ��
�� and ��
�� for several M
when �� � �� From the �gure it can be derived which M must be taken
such as to obtain a certain accuracy in the parameters 
� and 
��
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FIGURE ��

� �Left� relative and �right� absolute standard deviation of �j � The
curves in the left �gure express the standard deviations of �� and �� with re�
spect to the standard deviation of the measurements� In the right �gure are
shown the calculated standard deviations when taking ����z� � 
������

p
�A�

and �A � ��� ��� pixels��

��� Controlling the Manipulator

We have thus developed a method for determining constraints in the visual
domain which lead to the desired goal state of rest in the visual domain�
In this section we will show how a controller for a robot arm can be con�
structed which uses the above theory� The controller consists of two parts�
��� a system which generates trajectories in visual domain using the above
theory� and ��� a neural network which translates the trajectory in visual
domain to joint motor commands�

����� A Trajectory in the Visual Domain

How can the previously developed theory be used to construct a controller
which decelerates a robot arm such that its hand�held camera �lands� on
an object and comes to a standstill� In the deceleration method described
above� the visual acceleration of the camera 
��i
 is determined from its
position 
��i
 and velocity 
��i
 relative to the object� and desired time to
contact �d� So we can say that 
��i
 is the desired visual acceleration nec�
essary to satisfy the time�dependent deceleration criterion� hence we prefer
to write 
�d�i
� During deceleration� this 
�d�i
 is applied to the system�
which leads to a new �
��i � �
� 
��i � �
� in the next time step�

Why do we choose to control the acceleration 
��i
� The construction
of most industrial robots is such that the joints are controlled through
constant torques� and therefore constant ���i
� Assuming small time inter�
vals� a constant ���i
 approximately corresponds with a constant 
��i
� We
thus assume that the repeated approximations d�i
�t�i
� by second�degree
polynomials are precise enough when terms higher than the second order
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are ignored� The error introduced by this simpli�cation is corrected for by
re�tting d at i � �� i � �� etc�

Instead of considering 
�d�i
 as the control variable for the controller� it
is also possible to express a setpoint in a desired position and velocity at
i � �� So we say that the next setpoint is a pair �
�d�i � �
� 
�d�i � �
�� the
elements of which are computed as


�d�i � �
 � 
��i
 � 
��i
 � 
�d�i
� �	�		�


�d�i � �
 � 
��i
 � �
�d�i
� �	�	�

where 
�d�i
 is computed with


�d�i
 � �n
��i
 � 
��i
�n � ��d � t�i
�� ��

n � ���d � t�i
�� �
� �	�	��

cf� �	����� and n using

n �

�
� ��d � t�i
�
��i



��i


�
� �	�	��

cf� �	����� assuming local quadratic polynomials for the trajectory d�t�i
�
that is followed� Thus we end up with a system which has as inputs the
measured 
��i
� 
��i
� and the remaining ��d � t�i
�� and as output the de�
sired 
�d�i � �
 and 
�d�i � �
�

����� Translating the Trajectory to the Joint Domain

It has been shown that a trajectory can be determined in visual setpoints
�
�d�i��
� 
�d�i��
� so as to satisfy the time�dependent constraint� The �nal
question we have to ask is the following� How can we compute joint acceler�
ations � that make the robot�camera system follow those visual setpoints�
The trajectory in the visual domain must be translated to a trajectory in
the joint domain�

In the case that the area A of the object and focal length f of the camera
are known constants� then the relationship between 
i and ai is known� In
that case the trajectory �
�d�i � �
� 
�d�i � �
� in the visual domain can be
calculated from the measured trajectory in the visual domain� and with
known kinematics of the robot this can be used to compute a trajectory in
the joint domain� We know that the mapping

a��i
� a��i
� a�d�i � �
� a�d�i � �
���i
�  ��i
� ���i
 	 ���i � �
 �	�	��

is a function �i�e�� can be computed� for the given robot�camera system�
Of course� in our case the relationship between 
i and ai is not known�

and it even varies with the size of the object� The question is whether the
mapping


��i
� 
��i
� 
�d�i � �
� 
�d�i � �
���i
�  ��i
� ���i
 	 ���i � �
 �	�	��
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is a function also� i�e�� does not have multiple solutions�
The reason that this is so is that the end e�ector velocity can be mea�

sured �albeit in joint space�� such that the visual measurements are disam�
biguated� A mathematical argument proceeds as follows� From the inverse
kinematics we know that a constant function  d���  �� � �  dx���  ���  dy���  ���
 dz���  ���� changing only with the kinematics of the robot� exists with which

the velocity of the end e�ector in world space can be computed from the
� and  �� Recalling the relationship between 
i and ai in �	��!�� with the
�unknown yet constant� inverse kinematics of the robot we have an expres�

sion for a� in terms of �d���  �� in the joint domain� while we can measure

�xyz with the camera� Therefore we have an expression for A and f �

A �
a�x

�


�x�
�

 dx���  ���


�x�
� f �

a�zp
A
�z

�
 dz���  ��


�z  dx���  ���
�x
� �	�	!�

Therefore we conclude that the left�hand sides of �	�	�� and �	�	�� carry the
same information� The mapping �	�	��� even though it cannot be computed
without knowledge of the robot�s inverse kinematics� can be learned using
a neural network� We will show in the next section how this is done�

����� Controller Structure

The resulting controller consists of three parts�

�� The interpolator uses the measured ��t� and ��t� to determine the
joint positions ��i
 and their derivatives  ��i
 and ���i
� as well as the
visual trajectory parameters 
j �i
�

�� The visual trajectory parameters are input to the criterionator� which
applies equations �	�	��� �	�	��� �	�		�� and �	�	� in that order to
calculate the next visual setpoint �
�d�i � �
� 
�d�i � �
��

	� The current visual measurement �
��i
� 
��i
�� the visual setpoint� and
��i
�  ��i
� and ���i
 are input to the neural network�

� The neural network generates a joint acceleration ���i � �
 which is
sent to the robot�

�� The robot�camera system closes the control loop�

Figure 	��� shows the components of the time�to�contact controller in the
control loop� Note that the criterionator� in order to determine ��d � t�i
��
needs a clock�

Implementational Details

The neural network consists of a separate control process called �connel�
and a learning process called �lummel�� These two processes cooperate
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as follows� Each newly available learning sample is sent from connel to
lummel� which adds it to its bin of recent learning samples� Each time
before a forward propagation through the feedforward neural network is
done in order to compute the next joint acceleration� a weight matrix is
sent from lummel to connel�

����� Generating Learning Samples

It is imperative that the learning samples be generated online� We inves�
tigate which data are necessary to create learning samples which describe
the desired behavior of the neural network N � and �rst investigate the
functions that are performed by the neural network and the robot�camera
system�

The Neural Network

The input to the neural network consists of the desired trajectory in visual
setpoints �measured visual state at i and desired visual state at i � ��� in
conjunction with the state of the robot� The output of the controller consists
of joint accelerations which must be applied to the robot to instantiate the
supplied trajectory�

N
�

��i
� 
��i
� 
�d�i � �
� 
�d�i � �
���i
�  ��i
� ���i


	
� ���i � �
� �	���

where 
k�j
 are separately input for the x� y� and z components� The total
number of inputs to N � � equals ���

���� ����

�
�
�
�

interpolator

robot-camera

system

neural

network

criterion-

�
�
�
�

ator
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FIGURE ��
�� The structure of the time�to�contact control loop�
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The Robot	Camera System

The robot� observing a stationary object� performs the following transition�

R
�

��i
� 
��i
���i
�  ��i
� ���i � �


	
�
�

��i � �
� 
��i � �
���i � �
�  ��i � �


	
�

�	���
In this case we take 
��i
 and 
��i
 as inputs of R since they describe the
position of the object w�r�t� the moving hand�held camera�

A Learning Sample

From the two above transitions it is concluded that a valid learning sample
is constructed as follows�

C�
�

��i
� 
��i
� 
��i � �
� 
��i � �
���i
�  ��i
� ���i


	
� ���i � �


where C� indicates the ideal controller� The neural network thus approx�
imates a function of the inverse kinematics of the robot�camera system�
where the visual observations are scaled by a �varying constant� c� In ef�
fect� learning by interpolation is used�

����� Experimental Procedure

The exact experimental procedure is as follows�

�� The target object� which has randomly chosen dimensions� is placed
at a random position in the reach space of the robot �see Figure 	��	��
Starting from a random initial joint position� the robot is given ran�
dom joint accelerations for joints �� �� and 	�

FIGURE ��
�� Reach space of the robot used in the simulator experiments� The
cloud of dots marks the positions where target objects can be placed�
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�� Choose a desired time to contact ��d � t��
� �in the simulator exper�
iments it was randomly chosen between �� and � simulator time
steps� and set i � ��

	� The learning algorithm is started�

�a� Measure �
��i
� 
��i
� for the x� y� and z directions� and measure
�i
�  �i
� and ��i
 for joints �� �� and 	�

�b� If i � � a learning sample��

��i
� 
��i
���i� �
�  ��i� �
� ���i� �


	


�

���i

	
�

is created and added to the set of learning samples�

�c� If ��d � t�i
� � �� go to step �

�d� 
�d�i � �
 and 
�d�i � �
 are determined using the criterionator�

�e� The network requests a new weight matrix from lummel� and
generates a ��i � �
 for joints �� �� and 	� which is sent to the
robot�

�f� ��d � t�i � �
� � ��d � t�i
�� �� i� i � �� go to step 	a�

� Go back to step ��

����� Exploration

Naturally� the self�learning controller can never learn what it has not seen�
Some method of exploration of the input space and output space is required�
This is done as follows� The neural controller is used to approach the target�
When the �nal distance between the target and the end e�ector exceeds
some threshold ��� cm in the simulator experiments�� the test is performed
again with the same initial robot position and object position� but the
output of the neural network is augmented with additive white noise� This
is repeated up to three times with increasing noise levels�

����	 Finding the Optimal Network

We use the theory presented by Vy$sniauskas et al� ���
 to determine the
optimal network size and number of learning samples for this problem�
Using this theory� we are interested in the asymptotic behavior of the error
in approximation �a as a function of the number of learning samples N and
number of hidden units � for � � �� �� and � � N � N�� According to
Vy$sniauskas et al� ���
� �a can be approximated by

��a�N� �� �
X
p

X
i	j�p

�ij�N
�� �N��

�
�i���� � ���

�
�j 

X
p

X
i	j�p

�ij
N i�j

�

�	���
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where i� j� p � � and �ij are the parameters we are looking for� These
parameters can be found by minimizing the di�erence between the error
in approximation given by the feedforward neural network as a function
of � and N � and �	���� We call the approximation the AMEF�pmin� pmax�
function�

The procedure for this is as follows�

�� A total of ����� samples are generated�

�� For di�erent numbers of hidden units � and learning samples N �
perform the minimization procedure and note the resultant summed
squared error� In this case we take � � � � � and ��� � N � �����
A total of ���� separate samples are used for cross�validation�

	� Compute the AMEF�pmin� pmax� �as described in ���
� function to �t
the data obtained in the previous step� and determine the optimal
parameters pmin� pmax� and �� In this case� pmin � � and pmax � 
was taken�

� The resulting model can be used to �nd the minimal resources line
�i�e�� where computational resources are minimal to obtain a certain
error��

However� it appears that the AMEF� � function does not �t the data very
well� We follow a suggestion by Vy$sniauskas � �!
� see also ���
� and change
the expansion of the AMEF� � function of equation �	��� to

�a�N� �� 
X
p

X
i	j�p

�ij
N i���j

� �	�	�

The dependency of �a on N is thus also in accordance with Barron ��
�
The above steps are repeated for this adapted AMEF� � function� leading
to pmin � � and pmax � � The results of these experiments are shown in
Figure 	��� The �gures show the approximation by the adapted AMEF���
� function for the estimated �ij of the robot�camera mapping function
as de�ned by the learning samples for a network with �� � �� and � hid�
den units� for increasing numbers of learning samples� Apparently� for a
large number of hidden units the neural network over�ts the data when
the number of hidden units increases� although the error for the learning
samples decreases� the error for the test samples does not always decrease
when more hidden units are taken�

As before� to �nd the network with minimal resources� i�e�� the network
with a certain desired accuracy �� for which the computational complexity

r � N�

is minimal� the adapted AMEF��� � model must be evaluated such that
�a�N� �� � ��� Figure 	��� shows the minimal resources line for the time�
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FIGURE ��
� Error graphs with model� Accuracy in approximation of the cam�
era�robot mapping by the feedforward network with �� � �� and 	 hidden units�
The learning error is represented by error bars at the bottom� the generalization
error by error bars at the top� the adapted AMEF�
� � is plotted with the thick
solid line� On the vertical axes is printed the error in the network output �joint
acceleration� in ��tick�� where a tick indicates a simulator time unit� Note that
the AMEF�
� � model is not very successful for small N and 	�
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FIGURE ��
�� Minimal resources for the time�to�contact neural network� The
�gures show the contour lines of the adapted AMEF�
� � model� as well as the
minimal resources �dots� for this problem� Each contour line indicates an increase
in the error of ����
� As the �gure shows� it is not useful to take more than �
hidden units in the neural network� this will lead to an expected average error in
the network output of just below ���
���tick�� where a tick indicates a simulator
time unit� Note that the minimal resources line makes a wrong prediction for
large N �
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FIGURE ��
�� Distance and velocity at � � �� The left �gure shows
the distance

p
d��d � ���x � d��d � ���y � d��d � ���z between the end e�ec�

tor and the approached object� The right �gure shows the velocityq
�d��d � ���x � �d��d � ���y � �d��d � ���z of the end e�ector in cm�tick� Typical

end e�ector velocities during the trajectory are between ��� and ���� The hori�
zontal axis indicates the trial number�

to�contact robot control neural network� The �gure clearly shows that a
network within the order of �%� hidden units is optimal� and that the
number of learning samples is not very relevant when chosen larger than
approximately ��� This graph was used to choose the optimal network and
learning set size as follows� If it is assumed that the relationship between
the visual acceleration 
� and joint acceleration �� is locally linear� then the
error of the network output in Figure 	�� can be coarsely interpreted as
the error in visual acceleration� Thus it was determined that in this case� a
network with � hidden units and at least �� learning samples is optimal�
This network size was used in the experiments�

��	 Results

In order to measure the success of the method when applied to the sim�
ulated robot� we measure the d�t��  d�t�� and �d�t� during the trajectory�
with the simulator� these data are available� A correct deceleration leads to
d�t� �  d�t� � � when �d � �� i�e�� at the end of the trajectory� The results
of a run with the simulated OSCAR robot are shown in Figure 	���� This
graph shows the distance between the end e�ector and the target object at
�d � �� The results show that after only a few trials �in this case� four�� the
positional error at �d � � is below � mm� while the velocity is very low�

To illustrate the followed trajectories� the velocity in the x� y� and z
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FIGURE ��
�� Two exemplar trajectories followed with time�to�contact control�
Both �gures show the velocity �d��d�x �solid�� �d��d�y �dashed�� and �d��d�z �dot�
ted�� In both �gures� the order n of the deceleration was chosen to be �� �Left�
Trial � is not successful� The velocities vary greatly during the trajectory� and
do not go to �� �Right� Trial � is successful� The velocities in the x� y� and z
directions decay smoothly to ��

directions for trial � �not successful� and trial � �successful� are plotted
against � in Figure 	����

��	�� In
uence of Input Noise

The in�uence of noise on the input to the network on the results is experi�
mentally determined� Thereto we use the noise estimates for typical cases�
and see how the addition of such noise to the network input in�uences the
results of the deceleration�

To be exact� the following noise levels are added� We take as standard
deviations �which were measured from the real robot�

�x � �����
p
	A� �y � �����

p
	A� �A � ����	�

p
	A�

Furthermore� the x and y positions are computed by taking the average
position of the number of pixels of the measured area� such that the �x
and �y both must be divided by 	A �which is measured in pixels��

Next we have to �nd the standard deviation of the z component of mo�
tion� It is shown in Appendix 	�C that this z component also has a normal
distribution when A is a normally distributed random variable� In fact� 	z
is normal distributed with mean ��

p
�A and variance ��A����A

p
�A��

Finally� we have to take into account the relationships �	�	�� and �	�	���
The resulting standard deviations are

��
�x� � � � ������
p
	A� ��
�x� � � � ������

p
	A�
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FIGURE ��
	� Results of the simulation when noise in the visual input is applied�
The �gure shows the distance

p
d�� � ���x � d�� � ���y � d�� � ���z between the

end e�ector and the approached object averaged over ��� goals �marked by dots
on the graph�� The vertical axis shows the noise level l� The �gure clearly shows
that the noise level and the grasping error are linearly related� At values of l � �
the signal�to�noise ratio is thus so large that the system cannot always reach the
target at �d � �� but sometimes overshoots� The average error at l � � goes up
to ��� cm� at l � 	 it is as high as �� due to overshoots�

��
�y� � � � ������
p
	A� ��
�y� � � � ������

p
	A�

��
�z� � �	A����A

q
�A�� ��
�z� � �	A����A

q
�A��

where l is a noise�level factor� These standard deviations are used in the
computations�

Note that the standard deviation of the joint measurements is taken to
be �� More important� the positioning inaccuracy of the robot is not taken
into account� This positioning inaccuracy would not� however� in�uence the
behavior of the neural network�

Figure 	��� shows the results of the control algorithm when tested with
di�erent noise levels� Noise is present in the measurements� and also in
the learning samples which are taught to the neural network� A graceful
degradation is shown up to very high noise levels� as high as seven times
the expected amount of noise�

��
 Discussion

A method has been proposed which can control the end e�ector of a monoc�
ular robot in three�dimensional space by using optical �ow feedback to ob�
tain depth information� The system does not use knowledge of the robot
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arm or camera� and does not require any calibration at all� Instead� from the
visual feedback� setpoints in the visual domain are calculated� and these
setpoints are translated into the joint domain using an adaptive neural
controller�

Results show that this system can be used to create a robust feedback
robot arm control system� The error in the simulator experiments is very
low� After only a few trials� the grasping distance at the desired time to
contact is around ���� cm� while the gripper velocity is nearly �� The system
has also been shown to remain stable under the in�uence of noise in the
input parameters and learning samples�

The choice of the controller input signals� by requiring only �rst�
derivative visual information� makes the system very viable for implemen�
tation on a real robot arm� However� a few questions remain to be asked�

The Moment of �Contact�

The moment of �contact� where dz � �� is that moment where the object
is placed at distance f from the �pinhole� lens� But what happens when
we want to place this �nal point farther away from or closer to the lens�
Changing the position where dz � � can best be done by changing the
optical system to get a di�erent focal distance� after all� by decoupling the
x� y� and z components of the visual observation� only the latter depends
on the focal distance� Alternatively� the time�dependent deceleration con�
straint �	���� can be augmented with an o�set constant� depending on the
actual size A of the object� On the downside� this would mean that the
resulting distance would be di�erent for di�erent size objects�

Acceleration Toward the Object

In this chapter we have concentrated on the deceleration of the manip�
ulator� Naturally� the acceleration is also of importance� yet no absolute
positional information of the object is available when the camera is not
moving� Therefore� the only way to solve the problem is to assume a quasi�
random motion� and correct from that moment as soon as the �rst visual
measurements are available� This drawback is� in fact� not untypical for
various biological systems�

Extension to the Controller

In the controller described above� the values of 
�d�i � �
 and 
�d�i � �

are calculated using the criterionator� However� this can be replaced by
a neural network� This neural network N � has to generate the following
transition�

N � �
��i
� 
��i
� �� � t�i � �
�� � �
�d�i � �
� 
�d�i � �
� �
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After the transitions �	��� and �	���� the actually reached 
��i � �
 and

��i��
 are available� The transition from 
��i
 and 
��i
 to these signals at
i�� contains the necessary information on which transitions are reasonably
performed by the robot� these samples thus form the learning samples of the
robot� Second� N � should always map those inputs where �� � t�i � �
� � �
on ��� ��� Finally� the resultant �grasping error�� i�e�� the remaining 
�
and 
� when � � �� can be used as the variance of the learning samples
generated for N � along the trajectory leading to that grasping error�

��A Derivation of the Stopping Criteria

Theorem

A signal d�t� is approximated by a �nite Taylor expansion�

d�t� �

nX
i��

ait
i� �	��

where an �� �� Then the boundary conditions

�� � k � n � d����k� � � �	���

imply
an�k��n ak

an�kn��

�
�

nn�k

�
n

k

�
� �	���

Proof

Using the Taylor expansion for d�t�� the kth derivative of d�t� equals

d�t��k� �

nX
i�k

i�

�i� k��
ait

i�k� �	���

Therefore� the constraints �	��� can be rewritten as

�� � k � n �
nX
i�k

i�

�i� k��
ai�

i�k � �� �	���

If we �rst look at the constraint for k � n� �� then

�n� ��� an�� � n� an� � � �	�!�

or� since an �� ��

� � �an��
nan

� �	����
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Second� if it can be shown that for all � � h � n�

ah �

�
n

h

�
����n�han� �	����

then� by combining �	���� and �	����� we �nd that

an�k��n ak

an�kn��

�
�

nn�k

�
n

k

�
� �	����

To prove assumption �	����� �rst observe that� with the equation for � in
�	����� it is clearly true for h � n��� Now let us assume that equation �	����
is true for all ai with n � i � h� By multiplying both sides of equation �	���
by ��h� we �nd that

� �

nX
i�h

�
i

h

�
ai�

i�h� �	��	�

Similarly for k � h� ��

� �

nX
i�h��

�
i

h� �

�
ai�

i��h���

� ah�� �

nX
i�h

�
i

h� �

�
ai�

i��h���� �	���

Using the assumption �	���� for ai with i � h�

� � ah�� �

nX
i�h

�
i

h� �

��
n

i

�
�n�i����n�ian�

i��h���

� ah�� � an�
n��h���



nX
i�h

����n�i
�

i

h� �

��
n

i

��
� �	����

The factor between brackets is equal to
�

n
h��


����n�h� which we will show

below� such that

ah�� �

�
n

h� �

�
����n��h���an� �	����

By induction we prove equation �	���� for all � � h � n�

Now we only need to prove the following�

Lemma

For positive integer n and positive integer k � n�

nX
i�k

����n�i
�

i

k � �

��
n

i

�
�

�
n

k � �

�
����n�k� �	����
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Proof

If we introduce new variables j � i� k and m � n� k� then

nX
i�k

����n�i
�

i

k � �

��
n

i

�

�

mX
j��

����m�j

�
j � k

k � �

��
m � k

j � k

�

�since
�
a
b

�
b
c


�
�
a
c

�
a�c
b�c


�

� ����m
�
m � k

k � �

� mX
j��

����j
�
m � �

j � �

�

� �����n�k
�

n

k � �

���m	�X
j��

����j
�
m � �

j

�
� �����

�
m

�

���
�using the binomial theorem for �a � b�m	�

with a � �� and b � ��

� �����n�k
�

n

k � �

�
��� ��

�

�
n

k � �

�
����n�k�

which completes the proof�

��B Proof of Theorem ���

In this section� we will write aj for aj ��
�

Theorem

Using the equivalence of d�i
�k� and ak�i
� we have to show that� if

�i �
d�i
�t�i
�

d��i
�t�i
�
�
���d � t�i
�

n
� �	����

where

d�i
�t�i
� �

nX
j��

ajt�i

j and d��i
�t�i
� �

n��X
j��

�j � ��aj	�t�i

j � �	��!�

then
ak
an��

� ���d�n�k��
�

n

�
n

k

�
� for � � k � n� �	����
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Proof

Substituting �	��!� in �	����� we get

�i �

nX
j��

najt�i
 � �t�i
� �d�

n��X
j��

�j � ��aj	�t�i

j

�

n��X
j��

�j � ��aj	�t�i

j	� �

n��X
j��

�d�j � ��aj	�t�i

j

� t�i

n��X
j��

�j � ��aj	�t�i

j � �d

n��X
j��

�j � ��aj	�t�i

j �

such that

�i � na� �

nX
j��

najt�i

j �

nX
j��

jajt�i

j � �d

n��X
j��

�j � ��aj	�t�i

j � ��

or

�i � na� � �nan � nan�t�i
n

�
n��X
j��

��n� j�aj � �j � ���daj	�
 t�i
j � �da�t�i

� � ��

Therefore� it follows that

�j� � � j � n � �n� j�aj � ��d�j � ��aj	��

which can be written as

�j� � � j � n �
aj	�
aj

� � n� j

�d�j � ��
�

This solution is equivalent to �	����� which proves the theorem�

��C Nonlinear Transform of a Noisy Signal

In the previous section� it was assumed that the measurements 	�t� are
normally distributed� How reasonable is this assumption� After all� by �t�
ting measurements 	z�t� instead of the measured area �A�t�� the noise in
the original measurement is also transformed�

Recall that 	z�t� is de�ned as

	z�t� � �p
�A�t�

� �	����
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In general� the probability distribution P �	z� of 	z � f��A� can be derived
from the probability distribution P ��A� of �A as

P �	z� �

Z
�A

��	z � f��A��P ��A�d�A

� P
�
f���	z�

 ���� dfd	z
�
f���	z�

���� �
It is reasonable to assume a normal distribution for �A� such that the

probability distribution of �A is

P ��A� �
�p

����A
exp

�
� ��A � �A��

���A

�
� �	����

The resulting distribution for 	z is then

P �	z� �
�

	�z
p

����A
exp

�
� ����	�z�� �A��

���A

�

� ��A
p
�AP ��A��

This is not a normal distribution anymore� With knowledge of the standard
deviation of �A� however� it can be shown to be approximately normal� If
the �rst three terms of the Taylor series for 	z�t� are considered�

	z�t�  �p
�A

�
�

��A
p
�A

j�A � �Aj� 	

�A
�p

�A

��A � �A��� �	��	�

If the second term of this Taylor series is �su"ciently small� in com�
parison with the �rst� then 	z can be approximated by a linear func�
tion of �A� such that 	z is indeed approximately normal distributed with

mean ��
p
�A and variance ��A����A

p
�A�� It has been measured that

j�A � �Aj  ����	�
p
�A� such that the quadratic term in �	��	� is ap�

proximately ���
p
e times smaller than the linear term� With a typical cir�

cumference of ��� pixels� the quadratic term will be over a factor ������
smaller� and can be safely ignored�
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